$54K
AVERAGE STARTING SALARY

85% SECURED
POSTGRADUATE PLANS
WITHIN 6 MONTHS OF GRADUATION
WORKING | CONTINUING EDUCATION | MILITARY

90% UTILIZED
CENTER FOR ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL
SUCCESS

GET THE NSU EDGE
CLASS OF 2022 UNDERGRADUATE OUTCOMES

200+ EMPLOYERS
VISITED THE NSU CAMPUS
VIRTUALY AND/OR IN PERSON

100% OF STUDENTS
PARTICIPATED IN
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
OPPORTUNITIES
INTERNSHIPS | TRAVEL ABROAD | LEADERSHIP
RESEARCH | EXPERIENTIAL ACADEMIC COURSES
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

SHARK DESTINATIONS
-Amazon
-AutoNation
-Bank of New York Mellon
-Broward County Public Schools
-Broward Health
-Citrix
-CVS Health
-Deloitte
-Ernst & Young
-Florida Fish and Wildlife
-Florida Power & Light
-HCA Healthcare
-Miami HEAT
-Modernizing Medicine
-National Institute of Health
-Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd.
-The Walt Disney Company
-Zoo Miami Foundation

NOTABLE GRADUATE SCHOOLS
Boston University
Brown University
Columbia University
Georgetown University
Michigan State University
New York Institute of Technology
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Nova Southeastern University
Quinnipiac University
Rutgers University
University of Chicago
University of Illinois
University of Massachusetts
University of North Carolina
University of Southern California
University of Texas
Vanderbilt University

GRADUATES ARE PURSUING
ADVANCED DEGREES
AND CAREERS ACROSS THE
GLOBE AND 30+ STATES.

The top states Sharks are moving to
FLORIDA | ILLINOIS | MASSACHUSETTS
NEW JERSEY | NEW YORK